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Abstract—Uncovering the hidden subtleties and irregularities
of the events in the video sequence, is the key issue for automatic
video surveillance. Notice the fact that the occurrence of abnormal
events is rare while the frequently occurring events become
normal in general human perception. So we have proposed
the unsupervised learning algorithm, Proximity (Prx) clustering
for abnormality detection in the video sequence. Prx clustering
tries to select only the dominant class sample points from the
dataset. For each data sample, it also assigns the degree of
belongingness to the dominant cluster. The proposed motion
features viz. circulation, motion homogeneity, motion orientation
and stationarity try to extract important information necessary
for abnormality detection. After performing Prx clustering, each
sample belongs to dominant cluster with the membership value.
When Prx clustering is being performed in the space constructed
from the proposed motion features, it helps to improve the
abnormality detection performance. Experimental results for
clustering performance evaluation on artificial dataset show that
the Prx clustering outperforms the other clustering methods, for
clustering the single dominant class from the dataset. Abnormal-
ity detection experiments show the comparable performance with
other methods, in addition it has an advantage of incremental
learning that it learns about the new normal events in an
unsupervised manner.

Keywords—Unsupervised anomaly detection, surveillance, prox-
imity clustering, motion features, clustering

I. INTRODUCTION

We are drowning in the deluge of video data that are being
captured worldwide by aptly placed surveillance cameras. At
the same time we are starving for the meaningful and concise
information from that data. Surveillance cameras are estab-
lished for monitoring surrounding events and human activities,
whose video data is being assessed by another human observer.
However, as a number of cameras and an observation duration
increases, events monitoring by human operators becomes in-
creasingly difficult and error-prone. In order to assist operators,
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many automatic surveillance systems have been proposed [1],
[2]. These systems increase the robustness of video monitoring.
The ever increasing need for intelligent surveillance in public
security domain, makes automated video surveillance systems
to be unavoidable.

In the realm of automatic surveillance, some of the methods
cluster a set of low-level motion features into trajectories [3]
and some try to identify each member in the scene based on
motion cues [4]. These methods are based on human motion
recognition and usually they necessitate the segmentation and
tracking of each person. It requires high computational load, in
addition the recognition accuracy depends on the accuracy of
video preprocessing and tracking methods [13], [14]. Tracking-
based anomaly detection algorithms [6], [7] consider object
trajectory as the key feature and model the object movement
based on previously clustered trajectories. Hidden Markov
model (HMM) based representation of trajectories has the
problem of overfitting due to data shortage, so the HMM
representation based on several similar samples acquired by
dynamic hierarchical clustering [8] has been used to perform
supervised learning of normal trajectory patterns. These object
based approaches treat crowd as a collection of individuals.
These methods face several challenges such as the severe
object occlusion in crowded scene, the exploration of multi-
modality video sensor and multimodal data fusion [5] and the
poor quality of recorded surveillance footage in hard lighting
conditions.

On the other hand, holistic approaches treat the crowd as
a single entity, without using object tracking or segmenting
individual entities. The crowdness indicator [11] helps to dis-
tinguish static from moving crowds and can be used to find the
potential danger [5]. Like object based approaches , HMM has
also been used in holistic approaches to characterize normal
behavior of a crowd [10]. The only difference between them
is that the former use object detection and tracking methods to
model trajectories, while later use an optical flow to model the
entire crowd. Mixtures of dynamic textures are useful for mod-
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eling normal crowd behavior [12], where outliers are treated
as anomalies. Coherent and incoherent crowd scenes can be
represented at the same time using combination of Langrangian
particle dynamics approach together with chaotic modeling
[9]. These approaches are only useful for management of
high density crowd in confined spaces. But their performance
degrades in case of sparse scenes.

Some methods based on foreground blob analysis, binary
silhouettes and Radon transform are useful for human activity
recognition [15], [16], [27], but they are computationally
expensive for real time video analysis. So we propose efficient
motion features which can be computed easily from motion
vectors. We also try to combine both, object based and holistic
approaches for crowd analysis. This helps to handle the wide
range of scenarios from sparse to dense crowd.

Motivation: Fundamentally it is hard to answer, what is
an abnormal event. Completely normal event in one scenario
might turn out to be abnormal in the another situation. For
instance, consider the events like, ‘a cattle is grazing in a large
open field’ and ‘a cattle is grazing in a house backyard’. In
video processing where the background get subtracted, both
are the same events; except the scenario where the action of
grazing is being performed. An important thing that separates
both events apart is the usual frequency of their occurrences.
The grazing is common action and happens frequently in an
open grass field unlike the house backyard, which makes it
normal event for that situation. When the grazing is repeatedly
performed many times in the house backyard (probably in
suburb) then it becomes usual activity and should be classified
as the normal event. Hence anomalous events occur relatively
infrequently.

From previous analysis it is evident that most of the time
surveillance cameras are capturing the normal events. Now
when we look at the surveillance video in the feature space
then we would find various clusters of feature vectors. Those
clusters might be spatially well separated but semantically
they would all alike with the reasoning that they will be
representing the normal events. The outliers in that feature
space are nothing but the unusual or abnormal activities
in the video. Being unaware of the number of clusters or
their properties like spread or density, we can not use the
conventional clustering techniques. When operated with two
clusters, each for normal and abnormal events, the methods
like k-means (KMC), hierarchical (Hie) and fuzzy c-means
(FCM) clustering [17] perform very poorly. Spectral clustering
(Spc) [18] and density based clustering techniques (DBS) [19]
fail to improve performance due to their high sensitivity to
affinity matrix [20] and algorithm parameters [21] respectively.
So we propose a novel proximity based clustering algorithm
for abnormality detection. Feature space is constructed from
the proposed motion features.

We will first introduce the proposed motion features in
sec. II. The sec. III presents motivation for semantic uni-
class clustering method and the proposed algorithm. In sec. IV
evaluation of the proposed method over an artificial database,
their comparison with existing clustering methods and its val-
idation over real surveillance video database for abnormality
detection are presented. We conclude our work in sec. V, with
discussions about related issues and the direction of our future
work.

II. MOTION FEATURES

The video frame at time t, is analyzed via Nmn macro-
blocks. Each macro-block, M(i, j) is of size h × w, and a
dominant motion vector V t

i,j = [V t
xi,j

, V t
yi,j

] is associated with

it. If vtp is a motion vector associated with pixel p then

V t
i,j =

1

h× w

∑

p∈M(i,j)

vtp.

Different features use different block size to extract diverse
information from the motion vectors.

• Circulation (fc): The collection of all motion vectors vtp,
constitutes the motion vector field (MVF). fc measures the
amount of local spin around the perpendicular axis to the MVF.
For constant or zero MVF, the fc is zero.

fc
(

M(i, j), t
)

= ∇× V t
i,j =

(∂V t
yi,j

∂x
−

∂V t
xi,j

∂y

)

(1)

It helps to capture the turbulence in MVF caused by sudden
abrupt movements of the subjects in the video. It also measures
the rigidity and tries to highlight the dynamics of MVF.

• Motion Homogeneity (fh): The deviation of the dominant
fc from the global circulation within the frame, indicates the
motion homogeneity of the event. The region of dominant
circulation is given as Rfc(t) = argmax

M(i,j)

fc(M(i, j), t), then

fh(t) =
exp

(
∣

∣∇× [ 1
h×w

∑

p∈Rfc (t)
vtp]

∣

∣

)

1 + exp(|fc(M(i, j), t)|)
(2)

• Motion Orientation (fo): It captures the directional
information of the scene. The range of motion orientation
is quantized into N0 bins, each of size 2π

N0
. Each M(i, j)

is associated with the orientation of its V t
i,j as, Φt

i,j =
arctan(V t

yi,j
, V t

xi,j
). Let K and I be the N0 dimensional

vectors like, K = [1, 2, · · · , N0]
T and I = [1, 1, · · · , 1]T .

Consider a vector valued Heaviside step function H(x) =
[u(x1), u(x2), · · · , u(xN0)]

T , with u(x) is the unit step func-
tion,

u(x) =

{

1 if x > 0

0 otherwise,

then the feature vector fo is given as,

fo(t) =
1

Nmn

∑

∀M(i,j)

H
( π

N0
I −

∣

∣Φt
i,jI −

2π

N0
K
∣

∣

)

(3)

• Stationarity (fs): It captures how likely the active objects in
the scene remains stationary. In the video, objects are tracked
[22] to get the set of bounding boxes B. Let α be the constant
tuning parameter for adjusting the feature quality. Stationarity
map Smap is found first to obtain fs as follows,

Smap(p, t) =

{

exp(−α|vtp|) if p ∈ B

−1 otherwise.

fs
(

M(i, j), t
)

=
1

h× w

∑

p∈M(i,j)

Smap(p, t) (4)
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• Temporal Smoothing (f → fτ ): Sudden illumination
changes and camera shakes make frame by frame feature
extraction susceptible to errors. In addition, the change in
motion vectors within few consecutive frames is very small.
So the above features (f) are averaged temporally over Nτ

consecutive frames. Let tτ be any key frame then next key
frame is given as tτ+1 = tτ+Nτ and final features are obtained
as,

fτ (tτ ) =
1

Nτ

∑

t∈(tτ ,tτ+1)

f(t). (5)

So we are obtaining the features only from the key frames.
For experimentation (sec. IV), Nτ is set 20 and within that
time there is not any significant change in the events. So
this video analysis via small video clips, helps to suppress
noise from sudden illumination changes and failure of object
tracking method.

III. ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK

A. Discussion

It is assumed that the database X (the set of m dimensional
input samples) contains an unique dominant pattern. Here, X is
comprised of various feature vectors (xi), which are extracting
different information from the given surveillance scenario. For
the dominant one-class case like normal events occurring in the
video, the various xi will try to convey the same information.
So the elements of X may get scattered in m dimensional
feature space at different places but they will be indicating
the same underlying pattern. When the actual event in the
given problem gets repeated several times, the feature pattern
will also start repeating. This leads to formation of the many
clusters, which are scattered in that feature space. The thing
is that, we do not know how many clusters there will be, their
location (cluster centers), density or spread. They might be of
irregular shapes like interwind together or having spiral shapes
with leaving voids inbetween them. The only thing we know
here is that all of the clusters would be representing the same
phenomenon. So we can say that there is only one cluster
which is poriferous in nature.

Popular clustering techniques like k-means, hierarchical
and fuzzy c-means clustering perform very poorly in this case.
These types of clustering methods are restricted to the data
having notion of a centroid. They can not handle the non-
globular data of different sizes and densities. In addition to
this, it fails to identify outliers and the final clustering result
depends upon the initial choice of seeds.

The density based clustering technique like DBScan (DBS)
can find irregular shaped poriferous clusters. Because unlike
centroid based clustering techniques, the cluster structure is
represented by certain important data points themselves. It
finds all these separated clusters independently and return their
indices, which can be considered as same index to get the
unique porous type of cluster. But the DBS depends upon
the parameters like maximum neighborhood radius (ǫ) and
the minimum number of points in ǫ neighborhood of the core
point. And it is very sensitive to these parameters [21]. That
is the slight change in ǫ, widely changes the output cluster
structure. Also unlike FCM clustering, the cluster structure
is rigid in nature i.e. each point either belongs to cluster or

not. There is no ‘degree of belongingness’ assigned to each
point, which leads to degradation of the pattern classification
performance with increase in false alarms. When the different
clusters have very different densities or they are in hierarchies,
then being dependent on sensitive parameters DBS fails to find
proper cluster structure. Also when the underlying problem
involves heavy computational tasks like video processing, then
speed is the major concern while applying density based
clustering methods.

So to solve these problems, a new Proximity clustering
algorithm has been proposed here. It is useful for capturing
an imperative pattern, which might be spatially diverse but
semantically similar. It represents the porous cluster in the
form of flexible structure using proximity vectors along with
degree of belongingness is assigned to each of them.

B. Algorithm

Let X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xN} be the database of m dimen-
sional N input samples. Then ∆X = {D(xi,xj)|1 ≤ j <

i ≤ N} is the multiset of cardinality, |∆X| =
(

N
2

)

, where

xi = [xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,m]T and

cov(xi,xj) =
1

m

m
∑

l=1

(xi,l − x̄i)(xj,l − x̄j)

std(xi) =

√

√

√

√

1

m

m
∑

l=1

(xi,l − x̄i)2 , x̄i =
1

m

m
∑

l=1

xi,l

D(xi,xj) = 1−
∣

∣

∣

cov(xi,xj)

std(xi) · std(xj)

∣

∣

∣
. (6)

Here D(·) is treated as the distance measure between two
feature vectors. The multiset, ∆X contains all the information
necessary to preform proximity clustering. The distance of
kth nearest neighbor give an idea about the density of the
surrounding points. Let d(k)(xi) be the kth minimum distance
between xi and rest of the elements from X , given as

d(k)(xi) = kthmin
∀xj∈X\xi

D(xi,xj). (7)

Note that, d(k)(xi) ∈ ∆X , so it can be found readily. Let
(X, d(k)) be a metric space and let the elements of X are
classified, as degree to which they belong to a unique cluster,
by the function f : X → [0, 1]. As the large porous cluster
consists of small scattered clusters, xj shares approximately
similar class as xi if xj is the nearest neighbor to xi,
i.e. f(xi) ≈ f(xj). The metric space with d(k), helps to
capture this property and changing the value of k, changes
the corresponding metric space.

Here we clarify few more notations to simplify the ex-
planation of the algorithm. Let S be the ordered set of
elements and I be the any random index set with |I| ≤
|S|, then δ(S, I) is the set of elements picked from S ac-
cording to indices in I. Thus |δ(S, I)| = |I|. Let I =
{1, 2, · · · , N} be the index set corresponding to the elements
of X . Now define the function construct(S1, S2) which com-
bines any two sets of equal cardinality (i.e. |S1| = |S2|),
to form a pair-set. For example, construct(d(k)(X), I) =
{

(d(k)(x1), 1), (d
(k)(x2), 2), · · · , (d

(k)(xN ), N)
}

. These pair-
sets are nothing but the different ‘layers’ of neighborliness
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Algorithm III.1 Proximity Clustering

input: database X , k, number of layers L ≥ 2, index from
the last 1 ≤ i ≤ k
output: Proximity pairs P

1: construct ∆X from X
2: make d(k)(X) by choosing elements from ∆X
3: L1 = construct(d(k)(X), I)
4: set of proximity vectors Px = ∅ with degree Pd = ∅
5: lastIndx = N − i

6: \∗ forward traversal by layer formation ∗\
7: for layer l from 1 to L do
8: Ll = sortpairset(Ll)

9:
[

d
(k)
l , Il

]

= distruct(Ll)

10: d
′(k)
l = |∆(+)(d

(k)
l )|

11: Ll+1 = construct(d
′(k)
l , I)

12: end for

13: \∗ backtrack through the layers ∗\
14: for layer l from L to 1 do
15: prevIndx = δ(Il, lastIndx)
16: lastIndx = prevIndx
17: end for

18: \∗ collect proximity vectors with their degree ∗\
19: for index i from 1 to N do
20: properIndx = δ(I1, i)
21: if properIndx = lastIndx then
22: break
23: else
24: Px = δ(X, properIndx) ⊎ Px

25: Pd = ( 1−d(k)(Px)
1+2d(k)(Px)

)2 ⊎ Pd

26: end if
27: end for
28: P = construct(Px, Pd)

measure around feature points. The relationship among the
elements of the pair-set gives an information about the dis-
tribution of the entire data and thereby about the unique
porous cluster. For example, initial layer is given as, L1 =
construct(d(k)(X), I). Whereas the function distruct(·), sep-
arates the pair-set into its two original sets. The function
sortpairset(·) rearranges the pair-set elements in ascending
order, according to only 1st element (d(k)(·) for L1) of the
pairs. Forward difference operator ∆(+)(·) finds the difference
between adjacent elements of an ordered set, except for the
1st element, which is subtracted from itself. For example,
|∆(+)(xi)| =

{

|xi,1−xi,1|, |xi,2−xi,1|, · · · , |xi,m−xi,m−1|
}

.

Algorithm III.1 describes the proposed Proximity clustering
method. Steps 21 and 22 perform the multiset union operation.
Union of multiset may contain repetitive elements like, {a, b}⊎
{b, c} = {a, b, b, c}. Steps 6 to 11 build the different metric
spaces by constructing different layers. Backtracking from the
metric spaces to the original feature space is done with the
help of set of indices attached to each layer. This procedure
helps to find the proximity vectors which forms the structure
of the dominant cluster. For each proximity vector, the degree
of belongingness to the dominant cluster is found using the
same distance measure which has been used to construct the
different metric spaces.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The quality of clustering methods is evaluated using purity
and entropy, which are widely used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of unsupervised learning algorithms [23]. The purity
measure evaluates the coherence of a cluster. Consider the
database having |DB| points of M different categories. Let
C be the cluster of size |C| and having nci points from the

category ci then |C| =
∑M

i=1 n
ci and purity of C is given as,

P (C) =
1

|C|
max
∀ci

(nci). (8)

For an ideal cluster having points from a single category,
its purity is 1. The higher the purity, the better the quality
of the cluster is. Whereas the entropy measure evaluates the
distribution of categories within a cluster [24] and given as,

E(C) = −
1

log(M)

M
∑

i=1

nci

|C|
log

(nci

|C|

)

. (9)

The averaged entropy is the weighted sum of the individual
entropy from all K clusters as,

E =

K
∑

i=1

|Ci|

|DB|
E(Ci). (10)

For more detail analysis, the dominant class clustering
problem is cast as the classification problem. The data points,
which are clustered in the dominant class according to the
ground truth, are considered as true positives. This framework
allows us to find true positive rate (TPR) and false positive
rate (FPR).

For clustering performance comparison, various artificial
data points are constructed as shown in 1st column of the
Fig. 1. 1st row shows the concentric circles (concir) data
points, 2nd row is of star and 3rd row shows spiral pattern.
The density of points has also been varied spatially within
each data points for evaluating the robustness of the clustering
algorithms. In concir dataset, the innermost circle has the
highest density with almost 60% of the data samples are lying
within it. Similarly star and spiral dataset has the highest
density at the central region and the data samples become
sparse gradually. Ground truth for these data is that the closely
and densely spaced points forming the colony of their own
constitute the dominant class and rest of the points are either
from rare classes or outliers. So here we can consider there
are two clusters viz. the dominant class and class having rest
of the other points. Thus to perform clustering via KMC, Hie,
FCM and Spc the parameter, number of clusters, is set to 2.

For this artificial dataset, Fig. 1 shows the clustering
results and qualitative performance comparison with other
clustering methods. The colorbar associated with FCM and
Prx shows the degree of belongingness for each data point
to one particular cluster. We can see that Spc, DBS and Prx
can solve the dominant class clustering problem where the
performance of DBS and Prx is much better. In the results of
Prx clustering, we can see that the degree of belongingness to
dominant class is close to 1 for densely spaced samples and
0 for the outliers. Table II gives the much detail quantitative
performance comparison for the same dataset. Quantitatively
both DBS and Prx methods are better performing than rest of
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Fig. 1: Different artificially generated data points and clustering performance comparison of various algorithms.

TABLE I: The performance comparison of the proposed
method (Prx clustering) with existing methods for anomaly
detection in UMN dataset

Method Accuracy

Optical Flow [26] 84 %
Social Force [26] 96 %
Chaotic Invariants [28] 99 %
Neural network learning 93 %
Sparse reconstruction cost [29] 97.5 %
Local statistical aggregates [30] 98.5 %
Proximity Clustering (Prx: proposed) 98.1 %

the methods, while Prx gives the minimum average entropy
for all datasets.

For abnormal event detection, the Prx clustering is per-
formed in the feature space constructed from the smoothed
features fτ as given in (5). The events whose features do not
belong or having less degree of belongingness to the domi-
nant class are classified as unusual events. The performance
is evaluated on UMN dataset [25], which contains initially
normal events and then followed by abnormal ones. In the
normal event scenario, people are walking and interacting
casually and abnormal activity includes the events like attack
of panic, where all people suddenly run apart. Table I, shows
the performance comparison of proposed method with the
existing algorithms. In addition, the proposed method has an
advantage of incremental learning. New unseen event get first
classified as unusual event, but if its occurrence is repeated
then it will be automatically classified as normal event in
subsequent video clips. That is the method self learns to the
new normal events in an unsupervised manner.

TABLE II: Clustering performance evaluation on artificial
dataset and comparison with various methods

DB Measr. KMC Hie FCM Spc DBS Prx

P (C1) 0.952 0.946 0.944 0.949 0.993 1.000

P (C2) 0.055 0.046 0.048 0.052 1.000 1.000

concir E 0.293 0.293 0.292 0.293 0.058 0.000

TPR 0.536 0.689 0.430 0.712 1.000 1.000

FPR 0.500 0.724 0.474 0.711 0.132 0.000

P (C1) 0.931 0.890 0.941 0.956 0.983 0.996

P (C2) 0.077 0.059 0.086 0.220 1.000 1.000

star E 0.374 0.369 0.372 0.340 0.117 0.037

TPR 0.613 0.253 0.507 0.864 1.000 1.000

FPR 0.586 0.400 0.407 0.507 0.221 0.057

P (C1) 0.963 0.956 0.959 0.999 1.000 1.000

P (C2) 0.034 0.034 0.036 1.000 0.649 0.958

spiral E 0.234 0.233 0.234 0.015 0.054 0.009

TPR 0.497 0.414 0.427 1.000 0.978 0.998

FPR 0.478 0.478 0.461 0.026 0.000 0.000

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we have solved the abnormal event detection in
surveillance video problem by proposing the Proximity (Prx)
clustering algorithm. It performs the dominant class clustering
and rejects the rest of the points which are either from sparse
classes or outliers. We also have proposed the motion features
namely circulation, motion homogeneity, motion orientation
and stationarity, which help to extract the relevant information
from the scene necessary for abnormal event detection.

The quantitative and qualitative clustering performance
comparison on artificial dataset shows that the Prx clustering
outperforms the other existing algorithms for single dominant
class clustering. It also has an advantage that for each data
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sample, it gives the degree of belongingness to the dominant
cluster. This helps to produce the flexible porous cluster
structure of the dominant class. Prx clustering in the motion
feature space gives the easy way to detect the abnormal events
with comparable detection accuracy with the existing methods.
It also has capability of incremental learning that it learns about
the new normal events in an unsupervised manner.

The Prx clustering is promising for outlier rejection when
the sample points belong to only one class. More motion
features can easily be added in the proposed framework to
improve the anomaly detection performance. But there is trade
off between the computation time and the performance, since
analysis of video events in higher dimensional feature space
is much more complicated and extracting more number of
features will also take longer time. Our future work will try
to address these issues and opportunities.
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